§1. INTRODUCTION AND NOTATIONS.
Let E be a locally convex Hausdorff real topological linear space, E* be the topological dual space of E, <x,£> be the canonical bilinear form on ExE*, 8(E) be the Borel field of E, and C(E,E*) be the a-algebra generated by {<x,£>; £eE*}. Every Radon measure y on (E,8(E)) is uniquely determined by the characteristic functional y(« = / E e 1<X,e> du(x), geE*.
Therefore a Radon measure u, is absolutely continuous with respect to u (denoted by Uj « u) on (E,8(E)) if and only if u. « u on (E,C(E,E*). If u, and y are mutually absolutely continuous, we denote it by y.. ~ y.
Let y be a Gaussian Radon measure on (E,8(E)). Then without loss of generality we may assume that the mean is zero (C. Borel1 [3] ) and E is the minimal closed linear subspace of probability 1. Let H be the reproducing kernel Hilbert space of y with norm |£| and inner product (£,n). Then H is separable (H. Sato and Y. Okazaki [6] , C. Borell [3] ), and, identifying H* with H, we have E* c H c E, where E* is dense in H. The characteristic functional ~ 12 of y is u(£) = expt-jICl ]• A subset A of E is called full iff Ae8(E) and y(A)=l. A random linear map T of E to a topological linear space (F,8(F) ) is a measurable linear map defined on a full linear subspace of E. Every random linear map T has an explicit value on H since H is included in every full linear subspace of E (H. Sato and Y.
Okazaki [6] ). A real valued random linear map is called a random linear functional. In §2 we shall show that every £eH is extended to a random linear functional denoted by (x,£) and that every finite dimensional orthogonal projection P of H is extended to a random linear map of E onto PH, which is again denoted by P.
The collection of all finite dimensional orthogonal projections of H is denoted by P. A sequence {P } in P is called an approximation sequence iff x = lim P x for every xeH and P H c P H, neN . n n n+1 n
The characteristic functional of a Radon measure u, on E is called y-continuous iff U-, « y, and y-equivalent iff \l, ~ P-Let y (£) be a y-continuous characteristic functional. Then there exists the Radon-Nikodym Then our problem is equivalent to characterize the image of L (y) under F.
In §2 of this paper we prove the Riemann-Lebesgue property for a y-continuous characteristic functional. In §3 we discuss the tame functionals.
In §4, combining the idea of the "measurable function" of L. Gross [4] and the theory of the classical Fourier transform, we establish the inversion formula for F (Theorem 4), under the assumption of the integrability, give a necessary and sufficient condition for a continuous functional on H to be the Fourier image of a y-integrable functional (Theorem 5), give a necessary and sufficient condition for a functional on H to be a y-continuous characteristic function (Theorem 6), and then give an application to the Wiener measure (Theorem 7). In §5 we discuss the convolution y. = y*v, where v is a Radon measure on E. Since u is H-quasi-invariant, u*v << u if v(H)=l.
We give some concrete sufficient conditions on v for y*v << u, including the case v(H)=0.
Throughout the paper every non-negative definite functional f is assumed to be normalized, i.e. f(0)=l, except for Lemma 3,4, and every Radon measure is a probability measure. The measure dA(t) on ]R denotes the modified Lebesgue measure
We also use the following notations. The author wishes to show his hearty thanks to Prof. C.R. Baker who drew his attention to the problem, Prof. J. Bourgain who gave the proof of Lemma 3, and Prof. M. Talagrand for valuable discussions. §2. RIEMANN-LEBESGUE PROPERTY Let y be a Radon measure on E and x(y ) be the topology on E* induced by the convergence in probability y,. Then, if y << u, T(y.) is weaker than T(U). On the other hand x(y) is equivalent to the topology of H.
Therefore if y. « \i,\i,(E,) is continuous in the topology of H so that extended to H. In this paper we only consider the non-negative definite continuous functionals on H.
For every ^ in H, since E* is dense in H, there exists a sequence {£ } in E* such that lim |£-£ | = 0. Then, since {<x,£ >}nelN is a Caucy sequence n in x(y), <x,£ > converges to a real random variable C(x) in x(y). Let {<x,£ >}ke!N be a subsequence which converges almost surely to £(x) and n k define (x,£) = lim <x,£ >. Then (x,£) is a random linear functional on (E,y). k n k Therefore the definition of (x,£) depends on the choice of the sequence {£ } n k
but it is easy to show that (x,£) is defined uniquely up to y-null sets so that the distribution of (x,£) is determined uniquely. (x,£) obeys to a 2 2 Gaussian distribution of mean zero and variance |£|'' (denoted by N(0,|C| )), and (x,£) and (x,n), £>r|eH, are independent if and only if (£,n) = 0. almost surely on (E*E, \ix\i) .
Let 8 (P) be the a-algebra on E generated by {(x,£); £,ePH}, and for every approximation sequence {P } in P, let v8(P ) be the a-algebra generated by U 8(P ). Then for every C (E,E*)-measurable function <J> on E there exists a v8(P )-measurable function <j> such that 4>(x) = <j>..(x), a.s. (u). Therefore it is sufficient to show the absolute continuity on v8(P ) for an approximation sequence {P } in P.
For every <f> in L (u) and every P in P we denote the conditional expectation with respect to 8(P) by
Let {e,: l<k<d} be a CONS of PH (so that d is the dimension of PH). Then there exists a Borel function (P<tO*(t) = (P<t>)*(t,,t >. . . ,t,) on R such that (P(j))(x) = (P(f.)*((x,e 1 ),(x,e 2 ),...,(x,e d )), a.s.(u).
THEOREM 1. Lejt <$> be in L 1 (u) and define
Then we have the following.
(1) (j) is bounded and uniformly continuous on H. Proof (1) is trivial.
(2) Let {P } be an approximation sequence in P. Then P <t> = E [4>|8(P )]
converges to (J) in L (u) (J. Neveu [5] Proposition IV-2-3) so that we have
For every e>0 by (2) there exists P in P such that sup |<K£) -(P4>)(£)| < o^.
On the other hand we have From now on we denote the integral J(£) symbolically by JCO = /e l(Px,P^( P<j>)(Px)C(Px)dA(Px). 
for f e L (K ,dX). Then we have
s.(dX). F
On the other hand we have the following lemma.
LEMMA 2.
Let <j> be a u-integrable tame functional on E such that <f)(x) = 4>(Px), Proof. Assume that <f> satisfies the hypothesis. Then we have
For a y-integrable function ty we define
If ip is a tame functional, Tty is also a tame functional on H and can be extended to a tame functional on E.
THEOREM 2. Let ij; be a continuous tame functional on H which is y-integrable on E. Then ty is the Fourier transform of a y-integrable tame functional on E if and only if <f> = Fijj is y-integrable.
Moreover if such <}> is_ y-integrable, we have ip = Fcf».
Proof. Assume that UK) = \|;(P£), £eH, for a P in P and <j> = Tty is y-integrable.
Then we have
This shows that C(Px)4>(Px) is the classical Fourier inverse transform of
and we have by Lemma 1(2)
The necessity is a simple corollary of Lemma 1.
Q.E.D.
We estimate the Fourier transform of some typical tame functionals.
B.
-
The proof of the following lemma was given by a personal communication from J. Bourgain. 2 Then for every k<& we have v(B, ) < Me so that
which is a contradiction.
Define for every k>0
Then we have A(D,) = y/(k+l)e , where y is a positive constant independent of t, e and k, so that
He)
w <W* vCB k(e)>* e :
On the other hand, we have k(e) < £(e) = 2 -log 6 -y log e -log ~-so that This is a contradiction.
Thus we have proved that A(A(6)) = 0 for every 6>0, which implies A(teIR : lim sup f (t) > 0) = 0.
As an application of Lemma 3 we have the following lemma. 
Proof. The necessity is evident from Lemma 1. We shall prove the sufficiency.
Assume that f satisfies the hypothesis. Then by the Bochner's theorem there exists a finite measure m on R such that f(a) = / e l(a,t) dm(t) J ae!R d .
Let Therefore we have
Furthermore we have
Now we can give a characterization of a u-continuous characteristic functional in the case of tame functionals.
For a u-measurable functional ip on E and P in P define
if it has a meaning. In particular if 4>(P£) is u-integrable, then we have The necessity is also proved in the same manner.
- §4. GENERAL INVERSION FORMULA THEOREM 4 (Inversion formula). Let $ be a u-integrable function on E.
Then for an arbitrary approximation sequence {P } in P we have F p $ = E x U,|S(P n )] , nclN.
-~ 1 Therefore F p <j> converges to <b simultaneously in L (u) and almost surely. n
Proof. By the definition we have
-i(P x,P C) i(P y,P £) = lim C(P n x) /e n CC/?P n^) dX(P n C) /e n (PJ) (P n y)C(P n y)dX(P n y) = (P <J>)(P x) = E x [<|)|B(P n )], a.e.
by Lemma 1. Q.E.D. v f be the corresponding probability measure on ((E*) ,C((E*) ,E*)) and {P } be an arbitrary approximation sequence in P. Then if v f is singular to u~ on C((E*) ,E*), then (T p \p)(x) converges to zero almost surely (u), so that n almost surely (u) , where <K£) = C(^)f (?) , £eH.
Proof. Since E is a u-measurable full set in (E*) , random linear maps on E are naturally extended to (E*) . Denote the a-algebra on (E*) generated by On the other hand we have
so that by the proof of Lemma 4 we have be an approximation sequence of ONS in E*. Then for every n the projection dfn) P x = } <x,e , >e , n . L , n,k n,k k=l is well-defined for all xeE and it is easy to show that {P } is an approximation sequence in P. A slight modification of Proposition 1 gives the following proposition. PROPOSITION 2. Le_t u, be a Radon measure on E. Then u. « U if and only if there exists an approximation sequence of ONS in E* say A = {e ,,e ",...,e ,, .},
And then <j> is the Radon-Nikodym derivative.
Proof. Let P be the orthogonal projection of H onto the linear span of A , ne IN . Then {P } is an approximation sequence in P and we have
<x,e ri > -2<x,e^ ,><y,e^ .> + <y,e^ ,>^} , which is well-defined for all x,y in E since A c E*. ne IN . Therefore, without >j n using the continuity of \i,{E,) on H, from the hypothesis we can construct the Radon-Nikodym derivative and the sufficiency is proved.
The necessity is proved as a simple corollary of Proposition 1.
We apply Proposition 2 to the Wiener measure.
Let B(t), 0<t<l, be the standard Brownian motion, X(t) be an arbitrary where |A , I = t , -t , n , and assume that lim max |A ,1=0. Then it is 1 n,k' n,k n,k-l' , ' n,k' II K not difficult to show that A = {e .,e ",..., e ,, ,}, neM , is an n n,l' n, (3) Assume that u*v << u and let E" be a full linear subspace. Then we have
so that v(XeE: u(E -x) = 1) = 1. Since E" is a linear subspace, we have (E n -x) n E_ = 0 if x^E". Therefore we have {xeE; u(E n -x) = 1} c E" and V(E Q ) > v(xeE: u(E Q -x) = 1) = 1.
By Lemma 6 our interest is reduced to the case where v(H) = 0.
Since v is bounded, Theorem 5 is applicable and we have the following proposition as a corollary. Proof. Let P be an approximation sequence in P. Then, since {P } is bounded so that integrable for every n€lN, we have
Le dv(y) (P n x,P n y)-i|P n y| •k=l 1 2 <x,e ,><y,e .> --^<y,e ,> n,k ' n,k 2 ' n,k dv(y) converges in L (u).
And then the limit function is the Radon-Nikodym derivative.
-25 -Proposition 4 gives the following theorem in a similar manner to the proof of Theorem 7. We use the same notations with Theorem 7.
THEOREM 8. Let B(t), 0<t<l, be the standard Brownian motion, X(t), 0<t<l, be an arbitrary continuous process vanishing at 0 and independent of {B(t)}, .-;uch that V . is a refinement of V , neIN, lim max IA ,1=0 and n+1 n' . n,k n k
The following theorems are also applications of Proposition 4.
THEOREM 9. Let v be a Radon measure on E and assume that there exists a CONS {e k } of H chosen from E* such that n SU P / ExE ex P ( I < y.e k ><y , ,e k >)dv(y)dv(y') < +°°. n k=l Then p*v << u.
Proof. Obviously A = {e.,e ? ,...,e }, neIN, is an approximation sequence of ONS in E* so that Proposition 4 is applicable and we have n 12 <t> n M = / E exp ( I <x,e k ><y,e k > -2<y.e k > )dv (y) . k=l
On the other hand, since {<x,e,>} is a standard Gaussian sequence so that <J> is a 8(P )-martingale where P is the orthogonal projection of H to th e linear span of {e,,e 2 ,...,e } -^ <'E <y,e k > e dv(y) < 2M < +o°, k 2 E V. and E V, converge almost surely.
